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FLAMELESS
HOT

WATER SERVICE

FOR THE HOME

No Soot—No Smoke—No Ashes

No Attention Required
Orders and re-orders prove the public
like this effortless service. Installed in

any home, the SEPCO delivers hot

water at every faucet, day or night!
Economical, effortless--clean and health-
ful hot water. So good that the power

company sells your clients electric serv-

ice to be used with the SEPCO at a

price lower than they pay for “electric

lights.”
Over 35,000 Sepco Heaters now successfully

operating makes it possible for architects to

specify this product with perfect safety.

AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC HEATER COMPANY

1706 Race Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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310-314 East 75th St.

New York City

CJT HE old-world charm and faithful adherence to the tra-

ditions of the past characteristic of our mantels, have

commended them to a very large number of the most distin-

guished architects of America. We work for craftsmanship
and correctness of design and execution—not for quantity
production—and the results are of proportionate excellence.

Our illustrated folder showing many

designs is at your service. May we send it?

Period Mantels
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Specify this

King Tank Heater

for economical
hot water supply
A small, sturdily constructed
stove with hot water heating
chamber built about the fire
bowl, the King Tank Heater

allows the water to absorb prac-

tically every bit of heat energy

developed. That’s why it does
a capacity job on only one-

bucket of coal a day. You
should have full information
in your files. Order from your

jobber or write us today.

OAKLAND FOUNDRY CO.
Dept. A.

BELLEVILLE. ILL.

KING
TANK HEATER



The Editor’s Annotations

A Challenge to Southern Architects

IN
this issue of the Southern Architect and Build-

ing News, we carry an announcement which to

our way of thinking is by far the most important
piece of text matter ever to appear in this magazine
during its forty-seven years of publication. We make

this statement with no reservations as we are sure

the subject of this announcement is going to mean

more to the architectural profession in particular
and the building industry in general in the South

than anything yet undertaken. This is an announce-

ment of the First Southern Architectural and Indus-

trial Arts Exposition to he held in Memphis, Ten-

nessee, from November 9th to 16th under the

auspices of the Southern Chapters of the American

Institute of Architects.

In the August, 1928, number of this magazine
there appeared under this department, “The Editor's

Annotations,” a brief outline or suggestion for such

an exhibition of architectural photographs and draw-

ings and a display of industrial art within the build-

ing field. And now, within seven months time an idea

has culminated into an actual living thing. We are

most naturally deeply interested in this exposition
just as we are in everything that goes towards the

advancement of architecture, the architectural pro-

fession and the allied arts in the South. If we can

bring to you a full appreciation of the opportunity
this exposition offers the profession of architecture

and the benefits to be derived therefrom, to all

branches of the Allied Arts we would feel that the

Southern Architect and Building News had fully
justified its existence.

This exposition means the birth of a new day
for architecture and the allied arts in the South. It

means recognition in a national way. It means bet-

ter architecture and better construction and more

than all, it is going to mean a better appreciation of

architecture by the public which will rebound to the

good of our cities, our countryside, and eventually
to the happiness of our citizenship.

This First Southern Architectural and Industrial

Arts Exposition offers an opportunity for a broader

outlook on the part of the profession towards the

future. A precedent will be established that the ar-

chitects of the South cannot in the years to come fail

to follow with increasing interest. The value of this

undertaking cannot be measured or even approxi-
mated at this time. And certainly we of this gener-

ation have enough interest and pride in the profes-
sion we follow to let no stone go unturned to make

this precedent what it should he for those to follow

who are yet to come.

There is not a man in the architectural profes-
sion or a member of the Allied Arts that cannot, if

he but stops and thinks, visualize the stimulating in-

fluence such an exposition will have on the part of

the public, especially when we remind you that the

exhibition of photographs and drawings shown at

Memphis will he exhibited in practically every lead-

ing city in the South where thousands of people will

view the work of our outstanding designers. Such

a traveling exhibition will undoubtedly be far-reach-

ing in view of the fact that it will bring to the pub-
lic a composite picture of that which is best in ar-

chitecture from the four corners of the South.

If the architects of the South are to ever take

their rightful place alongside the men from other

sections of the country it is imperative that they rally
around the sponsors of this exposition for therein

lies the only immediate means of gaining for them-

selves and the architecture of the South national

recognition. We feel that through the Southern Ar-

chitect and Building News we are doing our part
towards establishing in the minds of the public as

well as the profession throughout the country the

value of the work being done in the South, which

after all is a very important part of our national ar-

chitectural scheme. The whole country is looking
towards the South, there is no doubt about this, and

the time has come when we should exert ourselves

in a constructive effort to more forcefully bring the

architecture and allied arts of this section before the

public, the leaders in the profession and the heads

of our industrial enterprises, who are helping us in

a vital way to produce buildings that are on a par
with anything being done in every other section of

the country.

The magnitude of this exposition and its success

calls for the full co-operation of every member of

the architectural profession and the allied building
arts. Unless we enter into this matter with serious

forethought, giving our best to the end that this first

Southern Architectural and Industrial Arts Exposi-
tion shall become the basis for still greater exhibi-

tions in the future, then we shall have missed the

greatest opportunity southern architecture ever had

to make itself known throughout the nation.
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Knoxville’s School-Building Program
William B. Ittner, F. A. I. A.* Consulting Architect

IN
1924 the board of education of Knoxville, Term.,

initiated a school-building survey. After a com-

prehensive and thorough study of this survey it

found itself face to face with the following school-

building problems:
1. A housing shortage of more than three thou-

sand children—over seven thousand elementarv-

school children on half-day sessions, due to rapid
increase in population, expansion of city limits and

a long period of building inactivity.
2. Many old school buildings not providing ade-

quate facilities for the development of a forward-

looking educational program.
3. An administrative department housed in

three rooms of the senior high school, which were

wholly inadequate.
The board of education voted unanimously to

adopt the following policies in evolving a solution

to their many-sided school-building problem :
1. To develop a comprehensive school-building

plan with consideration of estimated future growth
and expansion.

2. To plan an immediate building program, in

tune with this larger perspective, to be executed in

the order of greatest needs.

3. To reorganize the schools from the 7-4 plan
to 6-3-3 plan of organization.

4. To build larger and therefore fewer schools.

5. To rezone for a more efficient distribution of

school centers.

6. To enlarge present sites where possible and

to acquire others as far in advance as practical.
7. To provide kindergartens in all the elemen-

tary schools.

8. To include in each school center as far as

possible adequate provisions for health and physical
education, a library, and a cafeteria in addition to

the required number of classrooms.

9. To demand the highest standards in safety,
sanitation, heating, and lighting—briefly, fire-resis-

tive construction and the “open plan.”

10. To encourage the type of architecture that

fits in best with the history and traditions of a south-

ern citv like Knoxville.

The initial step in the building plan was made

possible by the $2,250,000 bond issue. The imme-

diate program was divided into elementary schools

(first six grades and kindergarten), junior high
schools (grades seven, eight and nine) and senior

high schools (grades ten, eleven and twelve), and

provision for the housing of the administrative de-

partment.
The elementary-school program consisted of

seven new schools, and the rehabilitation and ex-

pansion of eight old schools. The secondary-school
program included two new one-thousand-pupil ju-
nior high schools, a detached gymnasium building
for the senior high school, and a new Negro senior

high school.

Knoxville’s model elementarv-school building is

represented by the typical plan developed for the

new Perkins school, one of the first projects of the

immediate building program. It was planned as a

1,000-pupil school and will be executed in two in-

stallments. The plan may be expanded to a 1,500-
pupil capacity.

The initial unit for the Perkins school accom-

modated 640 pupils. The plan shows a combination

auditorium-playroom (40 by 80 ft.) with stage,
cafeteria, and kitchen grouped on the first floor. Al-

though 18 classrooms are required for the 1,000-

pupil capacity, only 9 were necessary for the first

unit, with a kindergarten, a music room, a library,
and a classroom-auditorium making up the addi-

tional units. The classroom-auditorium, which meas-

ures 22 by 33 ft., is provided with a small stage. It

will serve as a classroom, a room for literature and

dramatics, as well as for auditorium work for small

groups.
The typical elementary-school plan executed for

the Perkins school became the guide to all the new

elementary schools, as well as additions to old build-

*Courtesy Amer. School Board Journal.
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BROWNLOW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, KNOXVILLE. TENN,

FLOOR PLANS

WM. B. ITTNER, CONSULTING ARCHITECT

BAUMANN 8 BAUMANN, ARCHITECTS
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WILLIAM B. ITTNER, CONSULTING ARCHITECT, ST. LOUIS ’ MO
BARBER AND McMURRAY. LOCAL ARCHITECTS, KNOXVILLE, TENN,

Illustration shows a detached addition to an old building and the arcade connecting the new part with the oldIn addition to its role as a detached annex the new part becomes the first unit of a new school which will gradually
replace the o.d building. All additions to the Knoxville elementary schools were planned for expansion.

Another view of the detached annex which is in reality the central main unit of a new school like the Perkin

FAIR GARDEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. KNOXVILLE, TENN
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WILLIAM B. ITTNER, CONSULTING ARCHITECT BARBER AND MCMURRAY, ARCHITECTS

ings. All additions, as well as new buildings were

planned to allow for expansion.
The cost of the first installment of the Perkins

school was $115,713.80. As its working capacity is

640, the per-capita cost approximated $lBO.BO. The

low cost is due to several causes: First, cubic-foot

building costs are comparatively low in Knoxville

and vicinity, ranging from 24 cents to 28 cents; sec-

ond, since Knoxville is a southern city, the cost of

heating and ventilating apparatus is materially re-

duced.

By far the most difficult part of the elementary-

school program was that of dealing with the mod-

ernization and expansion of the existing buildings.
Seven white schools and one Negro building were

included in this program and each case presented
all sorts of engineering and architectural problems.
Six of the expansions took the form of additions

attached to old buildings. The remaining two were

detached annexes forming the nuclei of new build-

ings. The typical elementary-school plan for the new

Perkins school served as the guide to the educational

requirements of the annexes. In all cases the old

buildings were put in shape for classroom work

DETAIL, DETACHED GYMNASIUM ANNEX TO THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, KNOXVILLE
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BAUMANN « BAUMANN, ARCHITECTSWM. B. ITTNER, CONSULTING ARCHITECT

while the additions supplied the special units re-

quired for the special studies with as many more

classrooms as were needed for the educational pro-

gram. In all cases also, new and larger heating
plants in new quarters replaced the old ones. Base-

ment space, thus vacated, was fitted up as cafete-

rias or workshops. A future building program will

enlarge the additions into complete new buildings.
The immediate Knoxville program called for

two new junior high schools. The new Park junior-
high-school plan represents the typical junior high
school for Knoxville. It is planned for one thou-

sand pupils and is located on an 18-acre tract. The

plan shows two stories and is arranged around a

central open court. A double gymnasium measuring
60 by 80 ft., with full shower and locker accesso-

ries closes in the court at the rear.

The auditorium, seating 500, equipped with stage,

forms the central feature of the main front facade

of the building. It has two outside entrances. Aside

from the eleven classrooms, each 22 by 30 ft., the

plan shows a music room with a capacity for 80,

planned as a small auditorium, three home-econom-

ics units, two general-science laboratories, a com-

merce group of two rooms, an artroom, and a library
sufficient for 70 pupils at a time. Six shop units,
and a cafeteria (not indicated in the illustration)
form the rear ends of the wings on the basement

level. These were possible by taking advantage of

the drop in grade. Recessed lockers are provided
along the corridor walls.

The cost of the typical junior school as repre-

sented by the Park junior high school is $307,520,

yielding a per pupil cost of $307.52.
The new Rule Junior High School although in-

cluding practically the same educational content and

mechanical features as the Park, departed in many

respects from the typical plan owing to the topog-

raphy of the grounds. The gymnasium, auditorium,

and library units are located similar to the Park

school. Most of the other units show variation in

location and grouping.
As the senior-high-school situation presented no

problem of congestion and as the existing building
was in a fair state of preservation and centrally lo-

cated, consideration was restricted to the expansion
of educational facilities, particularly physical edu-

cation. As the existing building and the small site

did not permit of a detached addition, nor even an

annex in close proximity, ground was acquired across

the street from the present building. On this site a

gymnasium building was erected, which contains a

double gymnasium 78 by 88 ft., capable of division,
and planned to accommodate 800 spectators. It in-

cludes also two smaller corrective gymnasiums, four

combination office and examination rooms, and the

required number of physical education accessories.

This gymnasium annex and an addition to the old

heating plans solved the immediate problem of the

senior high school.

While the Negro population in Knoxville is small

compared with most southern cities, still the prob-
lem of congestion was proportionately greater. Aside

from an attached addition to one of the elementary
schools previously mentioned and three two-room

buildings to accommodate isolated groups of colored

children, a new senior high school was built. The

plan for this building approximated closely the typi-
cal plan for the white junior high schools, including
an auditorium-double gymnasium with stage, seat-

ing capacity 800, shops, homemaking suite, library,
health rooms, and cafeteria. An auditorium apart
from the gymnasium is planned for the next unit

added.

AUSTIN (COLORED) HIGH SCHOOL, KNOXVILLE, TENN.
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ENTRANCE DETAII

MILLER AND MARTIN. ARCHITECTS

AMELIA GORGAS MEMORIAL LIBRARY. U. OF ALA., TUSCALOOSA, ALA.
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HENTZ, ADLER 8 SHUTZE, ARCHITECTS

INTERIOR OF PIEDMONT DRIVING CLUB. ATLANTA. GA.
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HENTZ, ADLER 8 SHUTZE, ARCHITECTS

INTERIOR OF PIEDMONT DRIVING CLUB, ATLANTA, GA.
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HENTZ, ADLER 8 SHUTZE, ARCHITECTS

INTERIOR OF PIEDMONT DRIVING CLUB, ATLANTA, GA.

INTERIOR OF PIEDMONT DRIVING CLUB. ATLANTA, GA.
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ENTRANCE DETAIL

M. E. BOYER, JR., ARCHITECT

HOUSE OF E. C. GRIFFITH. ESQ., CHARLOTTE, N. C
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DINING ROOM

M. E. BOYER, JR., ARCHITECT

HOUSE OF E. C. GRIFFITH, ESQ., CHARLOTTE, N. C.
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E. P. PHILLIPS, ARCHITECT

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH. CHARLOTTE. N. C



TOWER DETAIL

E. P. PHILLIPS, ARCHITECT

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH. CHARLOTTE, N. C.
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Southern Architectural and Industrial

Arts Exposition
To be held under the auspices of the Southern Chapters of the American Institute of

Architects & Exposition Managers
November 9th-16th, 1929, Municipal Auditorium, Memphis, Term

By M. H. Furbringer, Chairman

THE raison d’etre of an Architectural and In-

dustrial Arts Exposition is three-fold, and the

value to each group is in direct proportion to

the interest which is manifested in such an under-

taking.
The architect is enabled through the medium of

an exhibition to show the results of his labors by
pictures of buildings still in an embryonic stage and

through the full gauntlet of the process by which a

problem is solved; while the finished product which

his loving care has guided through the labyrinth of

necessary routine, can he so interestingly displayed
that the casual visitor will pause to admire the ex-

amples of the architect’s handiwork and untrained

to observe for himself, will ponder over the fact that

so much of merit and beauty had failed to com-

mand his attention in his daily walks along the

highways and byways of life.

The spirit of friendly competition which an ar-

chitectural exposition should arouse among archi-

tects, will serve as an urge to greater efifort and the

presentation of drawings prepared by those who are

confronted with the same or similar problems that

we struggle with from day to day, will tend, if the

spirit of fair play guides our better selves, to instill

a desire to expend more efifort on the next task we

undertake.

Handicapped on the one hand through a reti-

cence, which seems to decry self-laudation, and

hedged in by professional ethics, the architect has

at best but limited opportunities for presenting to

the public the character of service he performs, his

ability to execute the work intrusted to him and for

which he is trained, and the accomplishments which

a life of devoted sacrifice has qualified him for. The

wisdom of trying to catch and hold the attention of

the public through the publication of articles in mag-
azines or the daily newspapers with the responsibil-
ities of the architect, the nature of his calling, and

his qualifications and fitness to properly perform the

duties intrusted to him, is open to question, but to

attempt to accomplish these results through the me-

dium of an architectural exhibition cannot be dis-

puted, for the popular interest which exhibitions of

this kind always command proves this beyond doubt.

It should seem unnecessary to indulge in any lengthy
argument on a matter so well known to us all, were

it not for the fact that the opportunity afiforded

seemed, until recentlv to have aroused so little inter-

est among the architects that it would be amusing
were it not so serious.

However, as the full extent of this undertaking
is being unfolded and the architects of the South are

beginning to realize the scope and magnitude upon
which this venture was conceived and the plans for

the Exposition begin to assume more definite shape,
the responses are more encouraging, and those who

have sponsored this Exposition seem in a fair way
to have their greatest expectations realized.

The Allied or Industrial Arts will he enabled

through the opportunity afiforded them by an expo-
sition, to place before the public materials which en-

ter into the construction and decoration of buildings,
and the architect will he able to judge the efifect of

the finished products, on a more or less comparative
basis, of those elements which constitute his palette
and with which he builds into permanent and endur-

ing form, the structure of his dreams. By close jux-
taposition of the many exhibits which will he on dis-

play, an architect, as well as his clients, can conceive

with a fair degree of certainty the efifect which dif-

ferent materials will produce and that manufacturers

and artisans realize the value of having their prod-
ucts so displayed, is evidenced by the fact that a

keen interest in this exposition is being shown bv

those who have been made acquainted with the plans
of the exposition managers and sponsors.

Because the writer has arbitrarily placed the pub-
lic as the last on the list, is not to he taken as an in-

dication that their interests in an exposition are in

any way subordinate to those of the architects or of

the Allied Arts, for it is both unwise to presume, and

untrue to say, that the public is not concerned with

an undertaking which can, and does, reflect so largely
the accomplishments of our age. An architectural
exhibition such as this will he, affords a place where

the laymen can amidst pleasant surroundings, and

in a leisurely manner, survey the developments which

are taking place in the very midst in which he moves,
where he earns his livelihood, and in the environment

where he rears his family. Surrounded on every side
with pictures which illustrate the latest creations of
the leading designers of the South and decoration of

homes and buildings, all of which will form an en-

semble complete and interesting, it would he hard, in-

deed, to conceive of anyone who would not he pleas-
antly surprised at the opportunity of enjoying so

wonderful a display of the handiwork of the mem-



hers of the Architectural profession and the Allied

Arts.

An Architectural Exposition affords better than

any other means to place before a public eager to

learn, the changes which are taking place with such

rapidity in our cities and rural communities, and

which makes life both complex and interesting. A

stroll through the architectural galleries, the walls of

which will he covered with material forming a pleas-
ing background, and on which the drawings will be

displayed with a soft, diffusing light penetrating

through the transparent material of the ceiling over-

head, will present in a complete panorama the prog-

ress of the architecture of today. The “Old South"

will be shown by a group of pictures illustrating the

extent to which domestic architecture in this section

of the country had developed before the decline set

in. The advocates of “Modern" architecture which

even its severest critics admit has possibilities, near

or remote as the individual accepts or rejects its

tenets, can, if intelligently seeking information, be

enlightened to the beauties of Classic architecture

while on the other hand, the laymen who, perhaps
through study or travel abroad, is inclined to judge
all art as dross which does not hear the imprint of

Greece or Rome, can, through the work on display
learn that there is merit in much of the work devel-

oped along modern lines.

The architects of the South are solicited for their

wholehearted co-operation and the request is made

that they remember that this exposition will be held

in Memphis in November, this year, and that the

success of this undertaking will in a large measure

depend upon the spirit with which they, the archi-

tects, respond to the request to send samples of their

best work, which may he either drawings or photo-
graphs. Models of homes and their surroundings or

of any type of structure, can and wall he prominently
displayed and the committee expressly desires ex-

hibits of this kind for the reason that the people
who attend exhibitions are favorably impressed with

such models. The attention of the Chapters of the

A. I. A. of the South is likewise directed to the fact

that the materials comprising the Architectural Ex-

hibit will he sent on a circuit of those chapters who

desire to have, and are willing to assume the finan-

cial responsibility, of a local Architectural Exhibi-

tion and that furthermore, it is the hope of the Com-

mittee representing the Southern Chapters that an

Architectural and Industrial Arts Exposition be held

in some Southern city once every two years, as only
in this way can the attention of the country be di-

rected to the wonderful artistic and industrial de-

velopment which has, and is, taking place in the

South.

1 hus, indeed, is an opportunity presented to the

architects of this part of our country to show that

the South has the talent, the culture, and the desire

to enjoy the finer things of life and unless all indi-

cations have been misread by those who have largely

given of their time and efforts in directing this un-

dertaking, a new era is at hand and to no one will

the benefits be so large and the returns so imme-

diate as to the architects themselves.

The Board of Directors of the American Insti-

tute of Architects has been invited to hold their

meeting here during the week of the Exposition and

it is the intention of the Committee to suggest that

a regional conference of all Southern Chapters be

called to meet here. An invitation will also be ex-

tended to the Producers Council to hold their con-

vention here and coupled with these activities, there

will be during the period of the Exposition, organ

recitals by an organist of national renown; then,
too, there will he interesting and inspiring talks and

lectures on Architecture, Painting, Sculpture, and

the Allied Arts, to which the public will be invited.

The Municipal Auditorium in this city is well

arranged for the holding of an Exposition of this

kind, for in addition to the large arena, which will

contain the galleries and the Court of Honor in

which the architectural exhibits will he placed; the

adjoining hall which is of large dimensions will

house the industrial exhibits and these vast spaces

being on the ground floor contain ample area for this

undertaking. The meetings and conferences will be

held in the banquet room on the second floor and

the concert hall will he used for the organ recitals

and lectures. The galleries which will contain the

architectural exhibits will be of ample width and

height and artistically treated and the Court of

Honor, which forms the focal point of this portion
of the exhibition hall, will be decorated with mural

paintings, and grouped in the open spaces contained

in this area, will be placed statuary, palms, and

potted plants, and those drawings which in the

opinion of the judges are of such outstanding merit

as to deserve the place of honor in the exhibition;
incentive sufficient, it would seem to place every

designer on his mettle.

The Tennessee Chapter appreciates the honor

conferred upon it hv the other chapters in having
been selected as the first chapter to sponsor the

holding of an exposition, national in scope, in the

South, and the City of Memphis extends through
its Chamber of Commerce, its various Civic Organ-
izations, and the members of the Local Chapter A. T.

A. an invitation to every architect to accept the hos-

pitality of the city during the week of November

9th to the 16th.

In closing allow me to repeat the three-fold pur-

pose of this exposition and to request that the ar-

chitects do not fail to respond to the appeal to do

their duty by preparing drawings and photographs
of their work, resting assured that competent judges
will select the material submitted to be hung and to

be illustrated in the catalogue of the exhibition.
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The Architecture of Small Shop Buildings
By Ray Holcombe

IT
has been said there are two principal methods

of education: one where we learn by our own ex-

perience, and the other, from the example or ex-

perience of others. Perhaps one of the best wavs,

therefore, to be convinced of the value of any given
plan is to observe the results for which the plan has

been responsible elsewhere. This axiom might well

be applied here in our consideration of the Architec-

ture of Small Shop Buildings. Any one visiting the

city of Birmingham, Alabama, will, if he qualifies in

the least as a good observer, be impressed with the

great number of attractively designed suburban

shops. It seems to be a recognized principle of good
business among the Real Estate Developers in that

city to have their community shops designed by ar-

chitects rather than the customary method of en-

gaging the services of some contractor and erecting
buildings from “service-for-all” stock plans. That

this method has been consistently carried out within

the newer developments proves that it is good busi-

ness for the small shop owner to have his buildings
designed by a capable architect.

The Five Points Shop group, here illustrated, is

an unusually attractive plan for the development of

a corner lot. The central tower motif accentuates the

plan and forms the key around which the wings ra-

diate in pleasing harmony. The stucco walls with

variegated stone flaggings as trim, with the colorful

frieze of glazed tile around the tower and the Span-
ish tile roof, all contribute to give life and color to

a well balanced and nicely designed exterior.

There are today in cities, suburbs and rural dis-

tricts far too many shops which have been designed
by architects without sufficient study to lend the

quality which in itself is an argument for securing
architectural service. When the suburban shop keeper
can look up Main Street and point to a durable, well

constructed and not unsightly building designed by
some local contractor, and contrast it with some of

the ornate designs perpetrated by unthoughtful or

careless architects, it is no easy problem to convince

him that architectural service is worth while. So if,

as is true in many districts, architects are not called

upon to do small shops as often as they should be,

MILLER 8 MARTIN, ARCHITECTS
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it is probable that the fault lies primarily with the

architectural profession, and particularly with those

members of the profession who are prone to do these

so-called “simple” jobs in a careless and uninterested

manner.

The architect who discusses with his prospective
client the subject of shop buildings must realize first

of all, that the average retail merchant has no idea

of spending any large amount of money to fix up

the old front. This is generally the job to be done

rather than designing outright a new structure.

Therefore he must talk price as well as quality. On

first thought this would seem to impose a handicap
upon the architect at the very start, for everyone

knows that it takes money to do good architecture.

However, it is not good business on the part of the

architect to flash upon the poor unsuspecting mer-

chant an elaborate design that would cost three or

four times as much as he could reasonably expect
him to put into the job. It is far better to start with

a simple, inexpensive design and then with the proper

sales talk on quality and attractiveness of the finished

building, such as would prove a real investment for

him, convince the client of the propriety of spending
more money. In this way you can usually put over

to your client the desire to erect just the proper shop
front that you originally had in mind for him.

INTERIOR DETAIL IN A NUNNALLY CANDY SHOP, ATLANTA, GA.
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